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      (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 9. UTHER (cont'd) When my training is completed in Northshire, I promise to return to Lordaeron. ARTHAS seems to be searching for something to say, but cannot find the right words. After a few moments, he simply reaches out and hugs UTHER, tears rolling down his cheeks. UTHER smiles weakly and hugs the boy back. They stay like this for a few moments, before UTHER slowly releases him. ARTHAS When do you leave? UTHER Immediately, I'm afraid. Alonsus does not wish to waste any time. ARTHAS Great. You'll be out of the city, and Muradin refuses to come tonight. I shan't have anyone to talk to. UTHER Now, now, Arthas. I'm sure you'll find some way to entertain yourself. ARTHAS slowly stands up and pushes his chair under the desk. ARTHAS I suppose I should return to the castle. UTHER Indeed. ARTHAS I'll miss you, Uther. UTHER And I you, Arthas. But, as I say: we will see each other again. Think no more on it, my boy. CUT TO: 6. INT. ARTHAS' CHAMBERS - EVENING. ARTHAS is standing in front of a cupboard, dressed in the gaudy attire so often seen on young nobles. There is a knock on his door, and TERENAS enters. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 10. TERENAS Arthas? Ready to go? ARTHAS looks round at his father. ARTHAS I suppose it's too late for me to fall suddenly ill. TERENAS chuckles lightly. TERENAS Come now, Arthas. I know you're not looking forward to this, but it is necessary. And it is something to which you must become accustomed, if you are to be king one day. ARTHAS looks at his father, unconvinced. TERENAS (cont'd) I didn't care for them at your age either, Arthas. But, if you enter with an open mind, you will have a far better chance of enjoying yourself than you might think. ARTHAS shrugs and walks towards the door, past his father. TERENAS (cont'd) And, I suppose... if you make it through successfully, I may allow you to have your first ride on Courageous tomorrow. ARTHAS spins around and stares at his father. TERENAS smiles and shrugs slightly. ARTHAS runs to his father and wraps him in a tight hug. TERENAS laughs and ruffles his hair. TERENAS (cont'd) Come now, Arthas. I haven't allowed you a ride yet. The banquet comes first. ARTHAS lets go of his father, nods, then straightens his clothes. He turns around and composes himself in an exaggerated regal manner, then walks swiftly to the door. TERENAS chuckles and follows him, shutting the door behind him. CUT TO: (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 11. 7. INT. CASTLE DINING HALL - NIGHT. TERENAS, LEANNE, ARTHAS and CALIA stand together at the entrance of the dining hall, waiting to greet the royal guests. CALIA is no longer a girl of nine, but a young woman, nearing twenty in age. All are dressed in their finest royal attire. Several other people are lined up behind the royal family - nobles and bureaucrats of the kingdom, and the royal families of four of the other human kingdoms. ARTHAS nudges his sister lightly and whispers to her. ARTHAS How many more to go? CALIA Don't be so impatient, Arthas. Just Stormwind and Kul Tiras now. A page enters the hall. PAGE Your royal highnesses, lords and ladies: Regent-Lord Anduin Lothar, her highness Queen Taria Wrynn and his highness Prince Varian Wrynn, of Stormwind. LOTHAR, TARIA and VARIAN enter the hall. Varian is a young boy, of about ARTHAS' age. Both boys' faces light up slightly when they see other. TERENAS Lord Lothar, an honour as always. LOTHAR King Terenas, a privilege. The two men shake hands warmly and smile. Lothar then moves on to greet Leanne, while Terenas greets Taria. Then, Lothar moves in front of Arthas. LOTHAR (cont'd) Prince Arthas, it is an honour to meet you. You have grown into a fine young man. ARTHAS forces a smile. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 12. ARTHAS Thank you, Lord Lothar. It is nice to meet you. Lothar extends his hand, which Arthas shakes. Lothar smiles, then moves to Calia. LOTHAR Princess Calia. You are as lovely as you were the last time you were in Stormwind. I trust you are well? CALIA Very well, thank you Lord Lothar. LOTHAR Excellent. ARTHAS, meanwhile, has very much the same interaction with queen Taria as he did with Lothar. Finally, Varian steps in front of Arthas. The two boys stare at each other, seemingly unsure of what to say. VARIAN (awkwardly) I am Varian, son of Llane. ARTHAS Uh... I am Arthas, son of Terenas. TERENAS notices the boys. He whispers into LEANNE'S ear, and both look down at them. They both smile cheekily, before resuming their composure. We return to ARTHAS, now alone once more, Varian having followed his mother and Lothar into the banquet hall. As the family stand waiting once more, TERENAS speaks quietly to his wife. TERENAS Just Daelin, now. LEANNE I do hope he doesn't cause another scene. He nearly broke Antonidas' nose last time. TERENAS But you have to sympathise with the man. I'm not sure how I'd react if the old wizard asked to whisk Calia off to Dalaran. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 13. LEANNE But you're much closer to Calia than Daelin ever seemed to Jaina. I'm surprised he didn't cart her off straight away when she first showed signs of magic. TERENAS Perhaps he thinks his Tidesages can do better than the teachers at Dalaran. The same PAGE from earlier enters the room once more, cutting short their conversation. PAGE Your royal highnesses, lords and ladies: his highness Lord Admiral Daelin Proudmoore, her highness Lady Katherine Proudmoore, his highness Commander Derek Proudmoore, his highness Commander Tandred Proudmoore, and her highness Lady Jaina Proudmoore. DAELIN, KATHERINE, DEREK, TANDRED and JAINA enter the hall. Daelin and Katherine are similar in age to Terenas and Leanne. Derek is a young man in his early twenties, and Tandred a teenager, closer in age to Calia. Jaina is a small girl, around Arthas' age. Arthas notces her first, and his mouth falls open slightly. TERENAS Lord Admiral! An honour, as always. DAELIN King Terenas. Your city is as beautiful as ever. The two shake hands, not as warmly as the embrace between Terenas and Llane. The same pleasantries are exchanged along the line, but Arthas seems to barely notice. He only tunes back in when Jaina stops in front of him. JAINA Hi. ARTHAS Hello. This time, it is CALIA who watches ARTHAS. She smiles, then greets Jaina when she steps in front of her. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 14. CALIA Miss Proudmoore. A pleasure to meet you. ARTHAS watches the exchange between his sister and Jaina, though his eyes are focused on only the latter. As Jaina moves on, CALIA glances at ARTHAS, then bends over to speak to him. CALIA (cont'd) I see the Daughter of the Sea has ensnared your affection, young prince. ARTHAS blushes and looks at his sister. ARTHAS Shut up. CALIA laughs and straightens up. CUT TO: 8. INT. ROYAL DINING HALL - LATER. ARTHAS is sitting at a table, staring absently ahead. Around him, various nobles chatter away, their words lost to him. We can see VARIAN standing dutifully next to Lothar, seemingly trying to listen with the same attentiveness as the Regent-Lord. JAINA'S face suddenly appears next to ARTHAS' head, causing him to jump slightly and pull away. JAINA Hi. ARTHAS Uh... hi. JAINA My dad told me you're probably going to be a knight. ARTHAS Uh... oh, yeah... JAINA Do you want to be a knight? (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 15. ARTHAS Um... yeah. Do you? JAINA A knight? No. I don't really like fighting. ARTHAS Oh I don't fight anybody. I just practice with a dummy in the yard. JAINA Oh. I suppose that's okay. I don't think there's going to be any dummies at my school. ARTHAS Where are you going? JAINA (wonderment) Dalaran. It's a city full of wizards. Mr Antonidas is the Archmage, and he says I'm good enough to go. ARTHAS Dalaran? Isn't that far away from Kul Tiras? JAINA I suppose so. But I don't really like Kul Tiras that much. It's all boats and seagulls. I'd like to live someplace else for a change. ARTHAS But... aren't you a princess? Don't you have to stay in Kul Tiras? JAINA No. ARTHAS Oh. JAINA My daddy's not a king, so I'm not a princess. ARTHAS Oh. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 16. JAINA Besides, my brother Derek is going to be Lord Admiral after my dad, not me. I'm going to be a sorcerer. JAINA beams proudly. ARTHAS looks at her and smiles weakly. JAINA (cont'd) But, anyway. That's not what I wanted to talk to you about. Do you know anything about Varian? ARTHAS Wha... who? JAINA Varian Wrynn. The Prince from Stormwind. I think I might like him, but I don't know enough about him to be sure. ARTHAS blushes at her words, and looks over to where Varian stands with his father. ARTHAS Uh... no. I only just met him today. JAINA Oh. That's okay. Like, I said, I'm not even sure I like him yet. I've only spoken to him once. As ARTHAS is looking, he notices CALIA standing, involved in a conversation with TERENAS and an unseen nobleman. While ARTHAS watches, she does a small curtsy and excuses herself from the conversation. CALIA wipes her face on her sleeve and quickly pulls open and door in the nearby wall, hurrying through and shutting it behind her. ARTHAS stands suddenly. ARTHAS Sorry, I have to... ARTHAS does not finish his sentence, but walks quickly off in the direction of his sister. JAINA watches him leave, puzzled. CUT TO: (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 17. 9. INT. CASTLE HALLWAY - NIGHT. ARTHAS closes the door to the hallway quietly behind him, and begins to walk slowly along it. He is following a faint sound, that of a woman crying. Soon, he sees CALIA, sitting on an outcropping of wall and holding her face in her hands. ARTHAS walks slowly up to her, and the sounds of his footsteps alerts her to his presence. Her head shoots up, surprised, and then she spots him. CALIA Oh, Arthas. It's just you. ARTHAS Calia, what's wrong? CALIA Oh, it's nothing, Arthas. Really, I'm fine. ARTHAS continues to look worriedly at her, unconvinced. CALIA sighs, then continues. CALIA (cont'd) It's... father plans to marry me off. It seems he'd made the arrangements some time ago. I thought he might have, of course. It's customary for a king to promise his daughter to another, even from the moment she is born. ARTHAS (unsure) I'm... sorry. CALIA laughs softly. CALIA Oh, don't be, Arthas. Really. Like I said, I expected this to happen. It's just... I wish I could marry for the love, not for the sake of a convenient relationship for father. Silence falls over the scene for several seconds as CALIA seems to collect herself. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 18. CALIA (cont'd) Promise me, Arthas: when you marry, and when your children marry; do it for love, not power. There are some royal customs that should have been abandoned long ago. ARTHAS simply nods. CALIA collects herself, wipes her eyes a final time, and straightens the sleeves of her dress. She stands up, then grabs ARTHAS' hand. CALIA (cont'd) Come on. We cannot be away for too long. The two walk in silence for a few moments towards the door. ARTHAS So... who are you marrying? CALIA Lord Daval Prestor. He's a noble, in Stormwind. ARTHAS Just a noble? CALIA (surprised) Yes, just a noble. ARTHAS But, you're a princess! Shouldn't you at least marry a king, or a prince or something? CALIA Hah! I'm afraid all the kings and princes were snapped up before father had a chance to auction me off. Besides; Lord Prestor seems amiable enough. He certainly seemed very closely connected to Lothar. I'm sure he will give me a good home, Arthas, don't you worry. CUT TO: INT. ROYAL DINING HALL - NIGHT. We watch CALIA and ARTHAS re-emerge into the dining hall, CALIA still holding ARTHAS' hand. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 19. JAINA watches them from a distance. She smiles, perhaps without realising it, and blushes slightly. DISSOLVE TO: EXT. BALNIR FARMSTEAD - EARLY MORNING. The farmstead consists of a small homestead and an attached barn. ARTHAS is sitting atop a small pony, alongside two armoured guards on powerful-looking stallions; and his father, whose steed outstrips even the guard mounts in size and apparent power. We follow the four as the horses walk slowly away from the farmstead. DISSOLVE TO: EXT. A FOREST PATH - EARLY MORNING The four continue to ride slowly. TERENAS So, Arthas! Excited for your first ride? ARTHAS does not look at his father, but merely shrugs. TERENAS (cont'd) Arthas? What's the matter? You've wanted to ride Courageous for months. ARTHAS shrugs again. TERENAS (cont'd) I shan't let you ride Courageous until you tell me what is bothering you. Now, ARTHAS looks up at his father. ARTHAS Why are you making Calia marry someone she doesn't want to? TERENAS is sufficiently thrown by the question, and stares at ARTHAS for a few seconds before replying. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 20. TERENAS Arthas... there are some parts of being a king that might seem... unfair, at first. But,these are age- old customs, and ones that must be observed. You will understand some day, son, and will need to do the same, should you be lucky enough to be blessed with a daughter of your own. ARTHAS I don't want to. I would rather my daughter marries the person she loves, not the one I tell her to. TERENAS Arthas, you cannot simply cast matters such as these aside. They are- ARTHAS Yes I can! I don't want to force my children to do anyth- TERENAS (yelled) ARTHAS! I will not have this discussion with you now. If you are still troubled by it, we can talk about it later, but right now, can we just- ARTHAS No! I'm not doing anything you say until you stop making Calia marry that man! ARTHAS reins his horse suddenly, causing the pony to neigh loudly. ARTHAS then leaps off the horse and sprints into the trees TERENAS Arthas! Damn it all! The two guards are already off their horses. TERENAS (cont'd) Valonforth, you stay with the horses. The guard nods. TERENAS dismounts and leads the other guard into the forest. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 21. CUT TO: 10. EXT. BALNIR FARMSTEAD - LATER ARTHAS emerges from the forest bordering the farmstead, breathing heavily. He leans on his hands and knees briefly, before a loud neighing wrenches the air, followed by the commanding shouts of a man. Both are coming from the stable attached to the farmhouse. ARTHAS walks slowly toward the stable around the side as the yelling and neighing continue. Eventually, he reaches the back of the stable. We see a large mare, spread out on the ground. To people, one a man in his mid-forties and the other a boy only a few years older than Arthas, are also present. The older man is kneeling alongside the mare, soothing it with soft words spoken under his breath. The boy is covering the creature with a blanket. The boy suddenly spots Arthas, and stops. He taps his father, who turns around. BALNIR Eh? Who are you? ARTHAS Uh... I'm Ar- The mare neighs very loudly again, cutting across Arthas' speech. The man instantly returns to soothing the creature. When he speaks now, it is to his son. BALNIR Something's wrong in there. She shouldn't be yelling this much. FALRIC Will it be alright? BALNIR Aye, the foal will. I can't be certain about her, though. The horse screams loudly again, and we see ARTHAS shield his eyes suddenly. BALNIR (cont'd) Oh! Here it comes. Hold her down, Falric! (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 22. FALRIC attempts to hold the mare's legs still, but they are shaking violently, as the horse writhes in pain. BALNIR (cont'd) Light be damned! BALNIR turns suddenly and yells at ARTHAS, who has removed his hand, watching in awe as the mare foals. BALNIR (cont'd) You there! Don't just stand still! Help him hold her down! ARTHAS takes a few seconds, but eventually nods rapidly and drops to his knees. He reaches out a tentative hand and lightly touches the mare's hide. BALNIR (cont'd) No time to be gentle, boy! Hold her still! ARTHAS nods feverishly again and, with more vigour, helps Falric hold down the mare's legs. Slowly, agonisingly slowly, the foal emerges into the world. The mare continues to fit and convulse as it does so, and lets out the occasional fitful cry. All the while, BALNIR attempts to soothe the creature, while keeping a close eye on the foal. Eventually, entire foal emerges. ARTHAS is immediately taken by the creature. He watches it with intense fascination, loosing his grip on the mare as he does so. As he does so, the mare itself seems to slowly calm down. ARTHAS glances quickly at the mare, then back at the foal. Already, the creature is waddling around on its four legs. After several wobbling steps, it finally manages to balance itself properly on all four legs. Meanwhile, the mare's breathing has slowed dramatically. ARTHAS looks back to its head, where BALNIR and FALRIC are both watching it, sadness on their faces. BALNIR (cont'd) She's not got long left, Falric. Fetch her another blanket, son. FALRIC gets up and hurries off. ARTHAS watches the mare sadly, then looks back to the foal. The foal is walking slowly towards him now, sniffing around curiously. It seems to find ARTHAS, and walks slowly to him. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 23. It nuzzles its head gently into ARTHAS' chest. ARTHAS does not know how to react. He pulls his arms back nervously and turns to face BALNIR. BALNIR (cont'd) (softly) Aye, she seems to have taken a liking to you. Would that her mother was alive, I'm sure you'd have been on your back several minutes ago. Mares don't usually like unfamiliar people gettin' too near their newborns. ARTHAS Is... is she going to be alright? BALNIR No, she's not. She's only got a few minutes left, I'm afraid. All we can do know is try to ease her passage, as best we can. FALRIC returns, several blankets in hand. BALNIR (cont'd) Good boy. Give 'em here, son. FALRIC hands his father the blankets. BALNIR takes one and wraps it gently around the mare's head. He then tosses them to Falric and makes a circling motion with his hand. Falric seems to understand, and drapes the remaining blankets along the rest of the mare's body. The foal, meanwhile, sits carefully at ARTHAS' feet, and rests its head on his knee. BALNIR (cont'd) He's a small foal, that one. Go ahead, boy, you can touch him. ARTHAS slowly lowers his hand and strokes the foal's head softly. The creature opens its mouth and lets out a small noises, then nuzzles further into ARTHAS' lap. Suddenly, from somewhere nearby, TERENAS' voice cries out. TERENAS Arthas! BALNIR, FALRIC and ARTHAS look round. BALNIR Eh? Who's that now? (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 24. TERENAS Arthas! TERENAS' voice is much closer now. BALNIR and FALRIC stand up quickly, fists clenched. The foal, startled, leaps up and hops to the back of the stable. TERENAS appears suddenly in the opening to the stable. He is immediately taken aback by the scene in front of him, his eyes shifting from between BALNIR, FALRIC, ARTHAS and the slowly dying mare still laying on the stable floor. BALNIR Blimey. King Terenas. FALRIC looks at his father, who himself is staring, bewildered, at TERENAS. BALNIR bows suddenly, and FALRIC quickly follows suit. ARTHAS looks at the floor. TERENAS Balnir. I'm sorry to have barged in on you here. My son... got seperated while we were out riding... BALNIR Eh? Your son? You... BALNIR looks around at ARTHAS, as does FALRIC. BALNIR (cont'd) By the light. Prince Arthas? ARTHAS looks up at the two and nods meekly. BALNIR (cont'd) What in Wrynn's name is going on here? TERENAS Just a small tantrum, Balnir. TERENAS looks to the horse behind BALNIR. TERENAS (cont'd) Is that Brightmane? BALNIR looks behind him and jumps slightly, evidently having forgotten about the horse in the excitement. BALNIR Gods! She's almost gone! (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 25. BALNIR drops to his knees once more and cradles BRIGHTMANE'S head. The mare's breathing has slowed dramatically by now. It's eyes are closed, and every breath seems a labour. FALRIC Uh... yes, King Terenas. This is Brightmane. TERENAS And what's your name, son? FALRIC Um... Falric. BALNIR turns and looks at TERENAS. BALNIR Forgive the boy, your highness. Most important person he's ever spoken to was the tax collecer. TERENAS Not at all. It is a pleasure to meet you, Falric. Your father's farm produces the finest steeds in the kingdom. BALNIR chuckles slightly. BALNIR Well, we'll never have another like Brightmane, I'm afraid. Strongest girl I ever laid eyes on. TERENAS She's dying? BALNIR Aye, your highness. TERENAS What is it? The small foal suddenly begins to move. Terenas jumps slightly, initially unaware of its presence. The foal walks slowly from the back of the barn, and nuzzles once more into ARTHAS' lap. BALNIR Complications... BALNIR gestures towards the foal. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 26. BALNIR (cont'd) And the little one seems to have taken quite a liking to the young prince in her stead. TERENAS Really? TERENAS watches ARTHAS softly stroke the foal's head. TERENAS (cont'd) Arthas, do you know what other horses this mare has foaled? ARTHAS looks up at his father and shakes his head. TERENAS (cont'd) Well, Steadfast, for one. ARTHAS Uther's horse? TERENAS The very same. As well as Courageous. ARTHAS Your horse?! TERENAS Indeed. Surely, then, there is no horse more fitting for a young prince. BALNIR Apologies, King Terenas. But that foal, it's... small, your highness. And a darn sight weaker than its brothers. TERENAS And he is still a boy, Balnir. BALNIR nods, though seemingly unconvinced. TERENAS (cont'd) So, Arthas. Do you have a name in mind? ARTHAS considers the foal for a few moments. He turns to BALNIR. ARTHAS You said it was small? (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 27. BALNIR Aye, your highness. Very small. Lucky to be alive, he is. ARTHAS turns back to the creature and studies it for a few more moments. Finally, he speaks. ARTHAS Invincible. FADE TO BLACK FADE IN: 11. EXT. FOREST PATH - DAY. It is snowing lightly, and the ground is caked with frost. ARTHAS sits atop INVINCIBLE, the horse now fully matured. It is small, perhaps, but worthy of a prince. Arthas himself has matured, now around sixteen. ARTHAS rides alongside a large carriage and several soldiers on horseback. A member of the party carries a large banner bearing the royal symbol of Lordaeron. CUT TO: INT. CARRIAGE INTERIOR - DAY. TERENAS and LEANNE sit inside the carriage. LEANNE is looking out the window. LEANNE I wish he would not insist on riding. He'll catch his death in this frost. TERENAS He'll be alright. Light knows, not everyone can stand to stay bottled up in one of these confounded things for hours on end. LEANNE looks round at TERENAS, who shrugs weakly. TERENAS (cont'd) Don't fret, Leanne. We're almost to Durnholde, where we'll all be much warmer, and much safer. LEANNE smiles slightly (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 28. LEANNE As safe as one can be in that wily snake's den. TERENAS meets her eye and smiles as well. CUT TO: EXT. CARRIAGE EXTERIOR - DAY. DRIVER Ho! Durnholde Keep! We watch as the small party pull into Durnholde Keep. CUT TO: INT. DURNHOLDE CASTLE ENTRYWAY - LATER. LORD AEDELAS BLACKMOORE stands ready to receive the royal party. He is a greasy, weasel-like man. He is noticeably alone. A herald enters. HERALD His highness, King Terenas Menethil, her highness, Queen Leanne Menethil, and his highness, Prince Arthas Menethil, of Lordaeron. TERENAS, LEANNE and ARTHAS enter the hall. BLACKMOORE steps forward to greet them. BLACKMOORE Your highness, it is as always, a privilege to receive you at Durnholde Keep. I trust your journey went smoothly. TERENAS Smoothly enough, Lord Blackmoore. The snow slowed us down slightly, but it was more important that we arrive safely, than swiftly. BLACKMOORE Of course, your highness. Most wise. BLACKMOORE bows slightly at TERENAS. TERENAS watches on awkwardly. LEANNE steps in front of BLACKMOORE. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 29. LEANNE Lord Blackmoore, your keep is robust as ever. BLACKMOORE Ah, you are most kind, your highness. But you are only seeing Durnholde in the winter. When the elements do not shroud her so, Durnholde's stones truly... shine. LEANNE smiles at BLACKMOORE, then moves next to her husband. Finally, ARTHAS steps in front of BLACKMOORE. He seems to have improved his diplomatic abilities in the intervening years. ARTHAS Lord Blackmoore. It is a pleasure to stay at Durnholde once more. Though I admit, I was too young to remember my last visit. BLACKMOORE And it is our even greater pleasure to receive you, Prince Arthas. You are more akin to your father with each passing year. Again, BLACKMOORE bows. TERENAS Are we the first to arrive, Aedelas? BLACKMOORE Indeed, your highness. I believe the same weather that waylaid you has may have affected the other royal parties. TERENAS No doubt. Well, I think we shall to our rooms until their arrival. I believe we could all benefit from a change of clothes. BLACKMOORE Of course, your highness. An AIDE leads TERENAS, LEANNE and ARTHAS away. DISSOLVE TO: (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 30. 12. INT. ARTHAS' GUEST CHAMBERS - LATER. ARTHAS is sitting on his bed, reading a small leatherbound tome. There is a knock on his door. ARTHAS Enter. The door opens and VARIAN WRYNN, now three years older, enters the room. ARTHAS sees him, and leaps up excitedly. ARTHAS (cont'd) Varian! The two embrace warmly. ARTHAS (cont'd) It's great to see you. VARIAN And you, Arthas. I trust you're well? ARTHAS Well as can be, cooped up in this drafty old castle in the dead of winter. VARIAN Aye, it's certainly not a sight for sore eyes, this place. ARTHAS When did you arrive? How come I wasn't notified? VARIAN Only a few minutes ago. I guess your father decided to spare you having to spend any more time than you need with that Blackmoore creature. ARTHAS He is dire, isn't he. VARIAN But, now that I am here, you have no excuse to remain holed up in your chambers any longer. I'm sure we can find some way to amuse ourselves in this castle. The two boys leave ARTHAS' room. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 31. CUT TO: INT. DURNHOLDE HALLWAY - AFTERNOON. ARTHAS closes the door behind him. VARIAN Oh, and, by the way. I saw the party from Kul Tiras arriving while I was coming to your room. ARTHAS What? Why didn't you say earlier?! ARTHAS does a strange dance on the spot, suddenly riddled with nervous energy. Then, he runs off down the hallway. VARIAN laughs and chases after him. CUT TO: INT. DURNHOLDE CASTLE ENTRYWAY - AFTERNOON. ARTHAS bursts into the room, where TERENAS, LEANNE, BLACKMOORE, LOTHAR and TARIA are standing together, talking. They all turn at the sound of ARTHAS' entry. A HERALD hurries in quickly after the boy and takes a moment to compose himself, before speaking. HERALD Uh... his highness, Prince Arthas Menethil. TERENAS Well. What's brought you running here so quickly? ARTHAS Has the party from Kul Tiras arrived yet? TERENAS (chuckling) Ah. I see. No, Arthas, they haven't yet. Though, they cannot be far away. VARIAN comes rushing into the room after ARTHAS. The HERALD is caught off guard once more. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 32. HERALD Uh... and his highness, Prince Varian- The herald is cut off by the entrance of a second HERALD. HERALD #2 Your highnesses; his highness, Lord Admiral Daelin Proudmoore, her highness, Lady Katherine Proudmoore, his highness, Commander Tandred Proudmoore, and her highness, Lady Jaina Proudmoore. DAELIN, KATHERINE, TANDRED and JAINA, now thirteeen along with ARTHAS and VARIAN; enter the room. ARTHAS, who is still standing, sweaty and out of breath, tries to compose himself very quickly. The rest of the adults form a line at the door. DAELIN, KATHERINE, TANDRED and JAINA move down the line, until finally, JAINA stops in front of ARTHAS. JAINA Prince Arthas. ARTHAS Lady Jaina. The two nod at each other, and JAINA lets a small smile peek through her otherwise-serious demeanour. Jaina steps in front of VARIAN. VARIAN drops into a low, exaggerated bow. VARIAN Your most esteemed ladyship. JAINA returns with an equally over-the-top curtsy. JAINA Your most esteemed princeness. The two break into laughter. The three teenagers walk off into the hall. DISSOLVE TO: 13. EXT. DURNHOLDE INTERNMENT CAMPS - DAY. Frost still covers the ground all over Durnholde Keep, but the sky is clear. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 33. BLACKMOORE is leading a party consisting of TERENAS, LEANNE, ARTHAS, LOTHAR, TARIA, VARIAN, DAELIN, KATHERINE, TANDRED and JAINA along a path on a hill above a series of ramshackle buildings, heavily guarded and entirely fenced in. Shuffling slowly in and out of the buildings are large, green-skinned creatures. Most of these orcs are severely malnourished, their bodies are thin and their faces gaunt. BLACKMOORE And these are our main internment buildings. We keep a few orcs locked down in the dungeon, mostly the rowdy ones that can't be trusted not to stir up trouble. JAINA'S face is ashen - she is stricken by the sight of the impoverished orcs, and is having trouble keeping her emotions in check. BLACKMOORE (cont'd) It can be difficult sometimes, especially in the winter, when they can no longer work the granary. We are forced to cut their rations so as to adequately feed our own men. As the party rounds a corner, ARTHAS notices JAINA is missing from the group. She has been dawdling at the back of the line, so it was easy for her to slip off. ARTHAS casts his gaze back down to the internment pits, and a sad expression moves across his face. ARTHAS looks across to VARIAN who, to his surprise, is sporting a small smile. ARTHAS looks on for a few moments, highly disturbed, before looking away once more. ARTHAS Pardon me, Lord Blackmoore, but I suddenly feel slightly unwell. Would you excuse me? BLACKMOORE Why, of course, Prince Arthas. LEANNE Is everything alright, Arthas? ARTHAS Yes, mother. Just a slight headache is all. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 34. ARTHAS nods at the party, then walks off back towards the keep. He stops when he reaches the spot he last saw JAINA. ARTHAS (cont'd) Jaina? There is no response. ARTHAS skirts around the castle, searching for signs of Jaina. He stops again. ARTHAS (cont'd) Jaina! Again, there is no response. ARTHAS looks around him. In the corner of his eye, he spies two guards dragging an unconscious orc through a cellar door that leads below the castle. ARTHAS sees the guards drag the orc down, then close the door behind them. He turns away. ARTHAS (cont'd) Jaina? Jaina! CUT TO: 14. INT. DURNHOLDE CASTLE ENTRYWAY - MORNING. ARTHAS enters the castle entrance hall. From a nearby hall, we hear loud footfalls on the concrete. ARTHAS rushes in the direction of the noise. CUT TO: INT. DURNHOLE HALLWAY - MORNING. ARTHAS hurries along the hall, eventually catching up with JAINA, who is walking very quickly down it. She is angry, almost fuming. ARTHAS Jaina? JAINA makes no response, and does not stop moving. ARTHAS reaches a hand out and touches her shoulder. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 35. ARTHAS (cont'd) Jaina- JAINA It's wrong, Arthas. Just... wrong, keeping them locked up like that. It doesn't matter what they've done. They were... starving, and... it was inhumane, barbaric. The exact thing we would have condemned them for doing if they'd done it to our men. ARTHAS I know, Jaina. Really, I do. I'm going to speak to father about it, he'll do something. JAINA Well... he'd better! It's... horrible. Just horrible! ARTHAS I promise, Jaina. ARTHAS reaches out a hand again and grasps her shoulder more firmly. ARTHAS (cont'd) Hey. JAINA finally stops walking. She turns around quickly and faces him. In doing so, she stumbles slightly, and ends up much closer to ARTHAS than she would have intended to. Both teens are equally taken aback, and quickly step away from each other. Several awkward moments pass, until JAINA sighs. JAINA I'm sorry, Arthas. I just... I wish we didn't have to do such things, no matter who we're fighting. ARTHAS It's fine. If it's worth anything, I didn't like it very much either. JAINA looks at him with a softened expression. JAINA Varian didn't seem to mind. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 36. ARTHAS Yeah, well... Varian's father was murdered by orcs, remember? And his whole city got destroyed. I guess it's just harder for him to see them as humans. Well, not humans, but.. you know what I mean... JAINA smiles. JAINA I do. There is silence for a few moments. JAINA (cont'd) You really are very sweet, Arthas. ARTHAS Uh... thanks. So are you. JAINA laughs quietly. Then, without warning, she steps forward, leans in, and gives him a quick kiss on the lips. ARTHAS' eyes open wide and he looks down. She backs off again before he has time to comprehend the situation. She smiles at him, then turns and runs back along the hallway, giggling slightly as she does so. ARTHAS stands very still for a few moments, paralysed by what has just happened. Eventually, he begins to slowly move once more. He shakes his head slowly, then rubs his face with his hands. VARIAN appears suddenly behind ARTHAS. VARIAN Arthas? ARTHAS turns to look at VARIAN, smiling dumbly. VARIAN (cont'd) Arthas...? What happened? Why'd you run off? ARTHAS Nothing... nothing happened... VARIAN Uh, okay... do you feel okay? You look a little... weird. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 37. ARTHAS I feel... I feel like... I feel like running. Like riding! ARTHAS suddenly sprints past VARIAN. CUT TO: INT. DURNHOLDE CASTLE ENTRYWAY - MORNING. ARTHAS sprints through the room, pursued closely by VARIAN. VARIAN (incredulous) Arthas! Riding?! You can't ride today, not with all the frost! CUT TO: EXT. DURNHOLDE KEEP EXTERIOR - MORNING. ARTHAS sprints out the doors to Durnholde Keep. We follow him as he runs down from the keep to the stables, pursued all the way by VARIAN. CUT TO: EXT. DURNHOLDE STABLES - DAY. ARTHAS rushes to INVINCIBLE'S stall. The horse rears up at the sight of him, and whinnies loudly. As ARTHAS begins to untie the him, VARIAN appears at the stable door. VARIAN Arthas! What's gotten into you? You can't ride right now! The frost on the path! It's too dangerous! ARTHAS finishes with INVINCIBLE'S bindings, then leads the horse out into the yard outside the stables. CUT TO: EXT. DURNHOLDE YARD - MORNING. With a deft movement, ARTHAS climbs into INVINCIBLE'S saddle, then canters confidently for the main gate. CUT TO: (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 38. INT. DURNHOLDE STABLES - MORNING. VARIAN Damnit! CUT TO: EXT. DURNHOLDE GATE - MORNING. ARTHAS approaches the gate atop INVINCIBLE. ARTHAS Open the gate! GATE GUARD At once, Prince Arthas. The gate begins to open slowly. ARTHAS quivers with excitement in INVINCIBLE'S saddle. VARIAN runs up next to ARTHAS. VARIAN Arthas, seriously! Get. Down. It's too dangerous to ride. As the gate opens fully, ARTHAS pushes INVINCIBLE into a swift canter. Eventually, he hits a gallop, and the two disappear quickly from view, along the frost-laden path. VARIAN runs his hands through his hair in frustration. He looks up to the castle, then down to the stables. He runs toward the stables. CUT TO: EXT. A PATH NEAR DURNHOLDE - LATER. ARTHAS and INVINCIBLE gallop at a brisk pace along the path. ARTHAS is laughing and yelling, goading the beast ever onwards. We follow them for a time, and can quickly see ARTHAS' mastery in the saddle. He guides INVINCIBLE as if the horse were an extension of his own being. Leaping over fallen branches and other debris, the wind whipping through their hair, the boy and the horse hurtle along the forest path. (Printed with the demonstration version of Fade In) 39. Suddenly, though, INVINCIBLE'S hoof slips on a dense patch of ice. The horse's leg splays out, and an ear-splitting cracks wrenches the air. INVINCIBLE cries out in pain and comes crashing to the ground. With a cry, ARTHAS is flung violently from the saddle. He travels through the air for a few metres, before crashing hard into the frost and dirt beneath him. He yells in pain as he hits the ground. But his cries are nothing to INVINCIBLE'S. The horse screams out in pure agony. It is laying on its side, and its legs are splayed out at odd, unnatural angles. It whinnies and neighs, and the sounds echo across the trees on either side of the path. ARTHAS brings himself slowly to his feet. He is clutching his ribs and groaning softly. He crawls slowly to INVINCIBLE'S side, and stares down at his horse. ARTHAS reaches out a hand and attempts to calm the beast's manic cries. He cradles its head and strokes its face, whispering and singing softly to it under his breath. He surveys the horse's legs: all four a broken, completely dismantled in the fall. ARTHAS returns to the beast's head. But his ministrations are no use. INVINCIBLE continues to cry out in agony, and its legs twitch as its whole body convulses in pain, and fear. Comprehension seems to dawn on ARTHAS. He looks gravely to the saddle, still strapped to INVINCIBLE'S back. A small knife is sheathed and hanging off one side. ARTHAS reaches slowly for the knife, as INVINCIBLE continues to scream beneath him. The boy holds the knife still for several seconds, staring at it. Finally, he turns it over, so that the blade is facing down, aimed directly at INVINCIBLE'S neck. ARTHAS begins to cry. Great sobs rack his entire body, and his hands shake violently. ARTHAS makes one last, vain attempt to calm INVINCIBLE, before gripping the knife and attempting to steady his hands. As he lowers the blade, he cries even harder. Tears cascade down his cheeks, and, as the blade pierces the horse's flesh, he cries out in desperation. 
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